REHOMING PET ADOPTION AGREEMENT
ADOPTED ANIMAL DESCRIPTION:
SPECIES________________ BREED_____________ SEX______ Does this pet still need spay/neuter? No Yes (*below)
NAME________________ DOB_________ COLOR_____________ MICROCHIP NO._____________________________
I, ________________________________________, hereinafter referred to as the Adopter, hereby agree that I am
adopting the above-described animal solely as a pet for myself and/or my immediate family. I agree that I will not sell,
give away or otherwise dispose of said animal to any person(s), dealer, retailer, auction, institute or any other entity for
any reason. If at any time I am unable or unwilling to keep this pet and care for it appropriately, I agree that I will first
contact the prior owner.
I hereby agree to care for the above-described pet in a humane and responsible manner and to provide it with clean and
adequate shelter, food and water daily and a reasonable amount of attention and playtime daily. I agree the animal will
not spend all day or all night in a crate, and in the case of cats I promise not to declaw the cat but rather to seek other
ways of preventing damage to my home and possessions. I agree to be responsible for the health of the adopted pet,
including any and all vaccinations, annual checkups and treatment by a qualified veterinarian if needed. I further agree
that the said pet shall reside inside my home and shall not be allowed to roam freely (except for barn cats).
I hereby agree that this pet, if a dog, shall wear a collar or harness with identification tags and license at all times.
If the pet has a microchip, I will register as the new owner; if no chip, I will have one put in.
I hereby understand and agree that the owner makes no representations or warranties, expressed or implied, about the
above-described animal’s temperament and is hereby absolved from any liability for future damages or injuries caused
by said animal. I also understand and agree that the owner further gives no guarantees, expressed or implied, of the
suitability of the animal to the adopter and/or his family.
ADOPTER________________________________ ADDRESS_______________________________________________
PHONE_____________________________ EMAIL______________________________________________________
I certify that all statements made by me on this adoption agreement are true and correct.

______________________________________________ DATE____________________________________________
ADOPTER’S SIGNATURE

______________________________________________ DATE_____________________________________________
SURRENDERING OWNER’S SIGNATURE

